SUPERLIGHT IS EASY!
(published in the "Engineer" magazine # 11-12, 2011)
In the beginning, all that are simple
and dense,
Through the void, making my way,
without meeting any
External obstacles, one with their
own parts
And steadily rushing wherever they
rushed,
Obviously must have a speed of
absolutely immeasurable,
Rushing incomparably faster than
the sun's radiance rushes
... Titus Lucretius Kar, "On the
nature of things"

Ever since school, we are taught to the sad idea of the impossibility of
exceeding the speed of light c=3·108 m/s and reaching distant stars located tens and
hundreds of light years from Earth. Such a light barrier was erected on the way of
Man by the special theory of relativity (SRT), the dogmas of which relativists guard
no worse than the inquisitors who burned Giordano Bruno for words about the
attainability of distant stellar worlds, fenced off from the Earth, according to the
church, an imaginary barrier of the "crystal sphere". Likewise, the light barrier of
relativists is more mental, psychological than physical. People have long been taught
that they will not be able to climb into the sky, overtake the wind, exceed the speed of
sound (3·102 m/s), go into space, breaking through the gravitational barrier. But even
in the last century, airplanes and long-range ballistic guns were built that shoot
supersonic projectiles [1]. Then jet planes appeared, breaking the sound barrier and
exceeding the speed of sound at times. And rockets escaped into space, flying at
speeds of tens of kilometers per second. There is no doubt that people will one day
overcome the light barrier on starships flying hundreds of times faster than light.
Moreover, physicists have been registering superluminal particles for a long time and
accelerate electrons themselves to hyperluminal velocities, and only mental fetters
imposed by the theory of relativity prevent this from being realized. The consistent
application of classical physics, developed in the Ritz Ballistic Theory (BTR), will
allow throwing off these shackles and mastering the galactic expanses.
People first encountered supersonic motion on the example of meteorites
falling to Earth from space at great speed. We sometimes hear the shock wave from
supersonic meteors as thunder, reminiscent of a powerful weapon shot or an
"explosion" from a supersonic aircraft [1]. People heard such heavenly sounds 1

"brontids" long before the creation of powerful artillery and supersonic aircraft. These
sounds gave rise to the expression "like thunder from a clear sky." This is exactly
what sounded in the middle of the XX century. the message of British physicists about
the discovery of cosmic ray particles flying at superluminal speed and carrying
confirmation of classical physics and ballistic theory [2]. These particles covered the
path to the terrestrial detectors in a time much less than that spent by light, as the
ancient atomists foresaw (see epigraph), these forerunners of Galileo and Ritz. Some
physicists have considered the exposed particles to be imaginary "tachyons" that
supposedly did not cross the light barrier if they always had superluminal speed. And
the majority generally attributed everything to the errors of the experiment, since it
contradicted the dogma of SRT. Such petty tyranny of the 20th century academics,
who do not recognize the ballistic theory and the fall of superluminal particles from
space, is very reminiscent of the denial by the French academicians of the 18th
century of fireballs and the witnessed fall from the sky of meteorite stones that
contradicted dogma.
Of course, observations of superluminal particles are rare, and could have
turned out to be a mistake, if there were no other facts that confirmed the breaking of
the light record. Thus, the enormous kinetic energy W=mV2/2>>mс2 of cosmic ray
particles indicates that many of them fly with superluminal speed V>c [3].
Researchers do not notice this, since instead of the classical one they use the absurd
relativistic formula W=(γ–1)mс2, where even an unlimited increase in the particle
energy W from an increase in the gamma factor γ=1/(1–v2/c2)1/2 keeps the velocity by
level v≈c. So, superluminal particles have long been discovered, but mathematical
processing according to the SRT formulas interferes with the realization of this fact.
All the effects of superluminal speed V relativists show in the curved mirror of their
formulas as relativistic effects from the approach of v to the speed of light c. It is more
correct to call such "ultrarelativistic" particles with energy W>>mс2 superluminal
(V>c) and even hyperluminal (V>>c).
Relativists can be brought to clean water only by direct measurement of the
particle velocity by the flight method, according to the school formula V=L/T, where
L is the path traveled by the particle in time T (Fig. 1). This is how the British
discovered superluminal particles. Also in the physics of cosmic rays it has long been
known that fast particles, for example, muons, during their decay T travel in the
Earth's atmosphere a path L times 10 times longer than the path traversed by light
V=L/T>c during this time. A.A. Denisov [А.А. Денисов] correctly interpreted this as
the registration of superluminal particles. But here, too, the relativists turned
everything upside down: they explained the increase in the range L=VT of energetic
particles not by an increase in the velocity to V>c, but by an increase in the lifetime T
according to the relativistic formula T'=γT, which is why the path grew as L=vγT, at
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their speed v≈c. Everything was presented as if the discovery of long-range particles
confirmed the relativistic effect of time dilation (for muons by 10 times), although
they actually discovered the usual lengthening of the path L=VT of fast particles with
a velocity V, γ≈10 times higher than the speed of light c.
The effect of time stretching was allegedly confirmed also quantitatively: by
finding their velocities v and gamma factor γ from the measured energies of particles
W, we obtained exactly the elongation of the path L=vγT that was observed. But here,
too, the relativists deceived, because all the detectors that supposedly measure the
particle energy W=mV2/2 actually work on measuring the particle momentum p=mV.
This was done to reconcile the relativistic formulas for the energy W=(γ–1)mс2 and
the momentum p=mγv, which at high speeds v≈c is proportional to W≈mγс2≈pс,
contrary to classical mechanics, where W=p2/2m. Therefore, direct and independent
measurements of W and p in super-energetic particles will reveal the error of SRT.
Expressing in the formula L=vγT the value of vγ not through the true energy, but
through the measured value W=pс=mvγс, we get L=Tp/m. Only with such a false
value of the energy relativists obtain a path lengthening L=Tp/m=VT, which is
consistent with experiment and with the classical theory, where V>c. That is, here,
too, relativists arrive at the correct result only because one error compensates for the
other.

Fig. 1. A passing charged particle ionizes atoms, causing condensation of water droplets in the
form foggy trail. Along its radius of curvature R and the densities τ find the energy W and the
velocity V of the particles.

So, it is relativistic analysis that prevents physicists from correctly assessing
the speed and energy of particles. So, the energy of particles of cosmic rays is sought
using the Wilson camera. A charged particle flying through the chamber leaves a
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visible track in it - a trail of water droplets (Fig. 1), like a jet plane, followed by a
contrail of atmospheric moisture. If this trail is bent by an arc of radius R, then, even
without seeing the plane, you can find the force F=ma, which makes it fly in a circle
with an acceleration a=V2/R. Similarly, having measured the radius R of the track of a
particle with a charge e and a mass m, we find the Lorentz force acting on it in a
magnetic field B, FЛ=eVB=mV2/R. Hence, according to classical mechanics, the
velocity of a particle is V=eBR/m, its momentum is p=mV=eBR, and its energy is
W=mV2/2=(eBR)2/2m. Such an analysis immediately reveals superluminal velocities
V=eBR/m>c for many particles of cosmic rays. But according to SRT, the same values
of e, B, R, m allegedly speak of much lower speeds and energies, because the huge
momentum measured in the Wilson chamber p=mV=eBR is supposedly caused not by
an increase in the speed V above the light barrier, but by a relativistic increase in mass
m, γ times, so that p=mV=eBR. Hence, relativists find the velocity v≈c and energy
W=pс=eBRc≈(eBR)2/γm, underestimated by γ times, instead of the classical
W=p2/2m=(eBR)2/2m.

Fig. 2. Acceleration a = F/m charge in an electric field E depends on its speed v and its direction
(top). According to SRT, this is interpreted as a change in mass m. But in fact, the reason is in
the change in the strength of the F, as in the case pressure P of air flow on a light ball (below),
which depends on the speed and direction of flight.

Nuclear physicists themselves see the absurdity of the growing mass [4]. If
the mass m is the coefficient between the force F and the acceleration caused by it
a=F/m, then according to SRT the mass would depend not only on the magnitude, but
also on the direction of the velocity in relation to the force F, as if the mass of bodies
is ambiguous (Fig. 2) ! This proves that in reality the dependence of the acceleration
a=F/m on the charge velocity is caused by a change not in the mass, but in the force,
as follows from the Ritz theory [5, 6]. In Ritz's electrodynamics, the impact on the
charge is caused by the impacts of a stream of rheon particles, therefore, the pressure
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force of this stream and the acceleration a=F/m depend on both the speed and the
direction of flight of the charge. Similarly, in aerodynamics, the force F of the flow
(air atoms) pressure on the aircraft wing and its acceleration a=F/m depend on the
speed and direction of the aircraft movement (on the angle of attack). If the laws of
aerodynamics had not appeared before Einstein, perhaps he would have invented a
variable mass of an airplane at a constant pressure force even there. And relativists
would argue (as they do in relation to accelerators and nuclear power plants) that
airplanes work only according to the SRT formulas, that the mass of an airplane
increases infinitely as its speed approaches sound (to the speed of air atoms). They
would have introduced a ban on exceeding the speed of sound, and people, not
knowing supersonic airplanes, would fly on the ugly hump-shaped "whatnots" of
Einstein's design (which turned out to be ineffective and unstable [7]). A similar
situation is now in the electrodynamics and physics of accelerators. And even
specialists in high energy physics, such as L.B. Okun, write that it is wrong to speak
about the increase in the mass of particles accelerated by the accelerator: only the
momentum of the particles grows [4]. But since the mass m does not change, the
growth of the momentum p=mV is caused by the growth of the velocity, up to the
values V>>c!
In the Wilson chamber, it is possible to determine the speed of a particle by
the density τ of its track, which is proportional to the number of drops, that is, the
concentration I of ions on which moisture settles (Fig. 1). A charged particle,
sweeping past neutral atoms, ionizes them, tearing off electrons, like a rushing car
throwing up splashes of water, a plume of dust, tearing it off the ground. The number
of emerging ions is proportional to the square of the momentum p=FT imparted to the
electron by the passing particle, where F is the Coulomb force, T=L/V is the time of
its effective action on the segment L near the atom [8]. Ionization I and track density
τ=I/I0 should decrease with increasing particle velocity V due to decreasing T~1/V. It
would seem that an unlimited increase in the velocity V would reduce the track
density τ~p2~F2/V2 to zero. In fact, the ionization I drops to a fixed value I0, after
which τ=I/I0 remains almost unchanged. This allegedly proves that the speed V stops
growing, reaching the speed of light c [9]. At the same time, they forget that as V
approaches c, the force F changes noticeably, increasing proportionally to (1+V2/2с2)
[5, 6, 8], which is why the track density τ~F2/V2 at V>c ceases to decrease and even
slightly growing (and the car, when accelerating, raises more and more splashes,
dust). If in the Wilson chamber the velocity cannot be found out directly by the
formula V=L/T, then in the spark chamber [10], where the ionization trace from the
passing particle causes spark breakdowns between the rows of electrodes, the velocity
can be measured by the time delay T of pulses from electrodes spaced at a distance L.
Note that on the plots of ionization versus particle energy, the magnetic rigidity BR of
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the track camera [9] is often set instead of the energy W, which is directly proportional
not to the energy W=(eBR)2/2m, but to the momentum p=eBR and velocity.
That is, in all cases, not the energy is measured, but the momentum p of the
particle, and according to it, based on the SRT formulas, the energy of ultrarelativistic
particles is determined as W=pс, contrary to the classical formula W=p2/2m. If the
theory of relativity is false, then why did the physicists not notice this by measuring
energy directly? It turns out that they noticed, at least when measuring the energies of
particles from radioactive decay by the calorimetric method, that is, by the
temperature of heating of a body that absorbs all radiation and particles. It has long
been discovered that the energy released during β-decay is lower than the theoretical
one [11], but it was considered that the missing energy is carried away by a
hypothetical neutrino (which many doubt). And other measurements of the energies of
nuclear reactions revealed inconsistencies (reaching tens of percent) of different
methods and theoretical estimates. And the reason for the errors is in SRT formulas
and false energy estimates based on them.

Figure: 3. Analogy of the accelerating tube (left) under voltage U accelerating electrons with
pressure rheons R, and tubes under air pressure P, accelerating a pea of volume n (right). In
both cases, the energy stops growing when the speed V reaches the speed c from a pressure
medium (rheon or air).
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It would seem that in direct-action accelerators, arranged like a TV-set
electron gun (Fig. 3), the electron energy can be found directly as W=eU, from the
known potential difference U between the electrodes of the accelerating tube [12].
When an electron with a charge e=1.6·10–19 Coulombs passes the potential difference
U=1 volt (1 V), it gains energy W=eU=1 electron-volt (1 eV = 1.6·10-19 J), and at
U=1 megavolt (MV), it will accumulate energy W=eU=1 megaelectronvolt (1 MeV).
But the particle energy and potential are so uniquely connected only in Maxwell's
electrodynamics, where the electric force does not depend on the mutual motion of
charges (neglect of this dependence led to inconsistencies at the beginning of the 20th
century, giving rise to the theory of relativity [5, 6]). And according to Ritz's theory,
the magnitude of the force depends on the speed of the electron, since it is accelerated
by rheons R pushing from behind, flying out of the electrode at the speed of light (that
is, an accelerating tube, an electron gun are similar to a tube for shooting peas and an
artillery gun, where the shells are accelerated by the gas pressure - the blows of atoms
). As the electron speed increases, the accelerating force of the rheon pressure
decreases: the rheons have to catch up with the electron, striking at a lower speed and
frequency. And when the electron accelerates to the speed of light c, the impact drops
to zero. So, the force of wind pressure (blows of air atoms), pushing the balloon,
drops to zero when the balloon accelerates to the wind speed: the balloon does not fly
faster. It turns out that the energy of an electron can be sought as W=eU only at low
speeds V<<c (so the energy accumulated by a ball in a pipe with a pressure drop P is
proportional to it only as long as the speed of the ball is much less than the wind speed
from this pressure P). If the speed of the electron in the accelerating tube approaches
the speed of light (W of the order of W0=mc2=0.5 MeV), then W<eU, since W
depends on the speed of the electron, and not only on U. Isn't that why the
accelerating tubes accelerate electrons only up to energies W of the order of 1 MeV,
while protons, having a velocity V<<c at the same energy, accelerate to tens of MeV?
And if the energy of electrons, measured by relativists using the impulse method,
coincides with the calculated value W=eU, it is only because both values differ from
the true one: one error compensates for the other.
Having mentioned accelerators, we note that an increase in the path lengths
L=VT of energetic particles to values L>cT (ie V>c) was discovered not only for
cosmic rays, but also for particles accelerated by accelerators [13]. That is, physicists,
without knowing it, have long been creating superluminal particles, overcoming the
light barrier. This is confirmed by the energies of the particles. Thus, in resonance
accelerators, in contrast to accelerating tubes, electrons with energies W of the order
of several GeV have long been obtained. If we take into account that the energy
W=mV2/2, at which the electron has a light speed V≈c, is of the order of W0=mc2=0.5
MeV (it is called "rest energy"), then electrons with energy in GeV = 1000 MeV have
hyperlight speeds. Superluminal protons were obtained long ago. Physicists do not
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notice these gigantic speeds, again, only from the application of the SRT formula for
the energy W. If someone measured the speed of particles V=L/T directly, the result
would stun everyone.

Fig. 4. The principle of operation of the whistle (a), where under pressure air balloon spins up,
illustrates the work cyclic accelerator (b, c). Particle bunch motion in a synchrotron at an
acceleration rate of q (b). When the decline of q and the frequency of circulation and the speed V
grows up to V>>c (c).

Such an assessment is easy to make for cyclic accelerators, arranged like a
police whistle, where a ball is twisted under the pressure of a stream of air, and with
each revolution it accelerates more and more when it hits it (Fig. 4). Likewise, in a
cyclic accelerator, particles flying in a circle are accelerated by the "pressure" of the
electric field E in the accelerating gap, where the particles enter each revolution and
receive a new portion of energy. The field E changes cyclically, and the particles are
accelerated only in the case of resonance, when the oscillation frequency of the
accelerating field coincides with the frequency of rotation of the particles along the
accelerator ring. Similarly, to accelerate a swing, it is necessary to periodically apply
force to it with a frequency equal to the swing frequency, otherwise the acceleration is
ineffective. So the accelerator accelerates only resonant particles flying around the
accelerator ring with a diameter D in one period T of oscillations of the accelerating
field. Hence the particle velocity V=L/T=πD/T=πDf, where f is the oscillation
frequency of the accelerating field (and the speed of the ball in the whistle V=πDf,
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where D is the diameter of the whistle, and f is the frequency of the whistle it emits,
that is, the oscillations accelerating pressure, equal to the frequency of revolution of
the ball, Fig. 4). Since high-frequency fields f=3–30 MHz are used for acceleration,
and the diameters D of synchrotrons reach hundreds of meters, then the electrons
accelerated by them receive velocities V=πDf=1010 m/s, which is tens of times greater
than the speed of light c=3·108 m/s [3]. This agrees with the velocity value found from
the electron energy W=mV2/2. The superluminal accelerator records are also
confirmed by A.V. Mamaev (see www.acmephysics.narod.ru).
However, relativists, applying the SRT formulas, continue to consider the
electron velocity v≈c. And in order to reconcile with this speed the gigantic values of
V=πDf, it is assumed that the particles rotate in the accelerator not with the frequency
of the accelerating field f, but with the frequency f'=f/q, an integer q times less, where
q was called the "acceleration rate" ... Then the speed of particles is q times less than
v=πDf'≈c. The measured frequency of arrival of bunches (bunches) of particles is
equal to the frequency of the accelerating field f, but, assuming that not one, but q
bunches circulate around the ring, the arrival of not one, but different bunches flying
past the detector is recorded with frequency f. In principle, the formation of many
bunches rotating at a lower frequency along the accelerator ring is possible, but the
energies of particles in such bunches will be proportionally lower. It is clear that the
hypothesis of the multiplicity of acceleration is just a trick, because no one has proven
that in the case of high-energy particles, the detector registers different bunches.
The controversy of the hypothesis of many bunches follows from the fact that
particles are accelerated to high energies only at high q. This proves that q is the
"multiplicity of acceleration" in a different sense, which says how many times the
speed of the particle V=πDf=πDf'q=cq exceeds the speed of light (maybe that's why
they called q?). Indeed, why no one can accelerate electrons to energies noticeably
higher than 1 MeV, and protons above 1 GeV (when W>W0) at q = 1, so that the
frequency of rotation of particles coincides with the frequency f of the accelerating
field, reduced to f'=c/πD? It's just that overclocking to high energies at such
frequencies is impossible! Indeed, at energies W>W0, the particles are superluminal,
V=πDf>c, and for acceleration, frequencies f are needed q=V/c times greater than
f'=c/πD.
So, at high particle velocities in the synchrotron, usually one bunch remains,
circulating with the frequency f of oscillations of the accelerating field. But at lower
energies in the accelerator, there can indeed be many bunches, the number of which q
decreases as the particles accelerate, since fewer and fewer bunches are in phase with
the accelerating field. This explains why in synchrotrons, where the diameter D of the
electron orbit and the frequency f of the accelerating field are constant, the electron
velocity V=πDf/q still increases as q decreases from the initial value to unity. And
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relativists mistakenly believe that q does not change with the acceleration of an
electron, which is why it always moves with approximately the same speed
v=πDf/q≈c. The fact that the speed of the electron actually grows, many times
exceeding c, is also proved by the magnitude of the magnetic field B, which is
increased as it accelerates to keep the electron in a circular orbit of radius R=D/2 by
the Lorentz force FL=eVB=ma=mV2/R (Fig. . 4). It is the multiple increase in the
velocity V that makes the magnetic field B=mV/eR proportionally increase.
And according to SRT, the speed of electrons in the synchrotron hardly
changes: V≈c. That is, there seems to be no need to increase the field B=mV/eR.
Nevertheless, relativists declare that the field must be increased, since the mass m of
the particle supposedly increases. This is the only reason why they get from
theoretical calculations the same correct value of B as in the classical case, and the
relativists' assertion that accelerators work only according to the formulas of the
theory of relativity is a myth. After all, classical physics predicts the same field values
B=mV/eR=p/eR to accelerate electrons to "energies" W=pс=mVс and impulses
p=mV. If the theory of relativity explains the increase in the energies and momenta of
electrons by an absurd increase in their mass m, then the classical theory - by an
increase in the speed V, natural for accelerated particles. And in SRT the term
"accelerator" loses its meaning, once in it the particle velocity V≈c ceases to grow,
approaching the speed of light. So, in the synchrotron, the electron velocities "hardly
change" during the entire acceleration time in SRT, despite the increase in their
energies and momenta by hundreds of times.
Relativists usually "prove" the increase in mass by the example of the first
cyclic accelerator - the cyclotron, which accelerates protons at a constant frequency of
the accelerating field (Fig. 5). It was believed that, according to the classical theory, a
cyclotron can accelerate protons to enormous energies, because particles in a uniform
field B, flying in a spiral and increasing the orbital radius R, must always rotate with
the same frequency f=V/2πR, where V/R=eB/m ... That is, a proton, spinning at a
constant frequency f=eB/2πm, would always be in resonance with the accelerating
field of frequency f, and its energy and velocity V=2πRf would steadily increase with
the expansion of the orbit R. In reality, during acceleration, the proton leaves
resonance , which is why its energy in the cyclotron is limited at the level of 10–20
MeV. Relativists explain this by an increase in the mass m of the accelerated proton,
leading to a decrease in the rotation frequency f=eB/2πm: the proton leaves resonance
with the accelerating field and stops accelerating. But this is another ridiculous myth
of relativists, because the main reason for the decrease in the frequency f=eB/2πm and
exit from resonance is the fall of the magnetic field towards the edges of the magnet
according to the law B=B0(1–hR2) [14]. The field B of the cyclotron is made
inhomogeneous in order to ensure the stability of the orbits of proton bunches, and the
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constant h is called the "relative field decay". It is the decrease in the field by several
percent, and not the mythical increase in mass m, that violates the resonance
condition, limiting the energy of protons [12].

Fig. 5. Diagram of the cyclotron and phasotron. In the cyclotron the proton p goes out of
resonance with the accelerating field E, variable with frequency f not on the increase in mass,
but on decay of field B to the edges of the magnet (see Graph B above).

In phasotrons - accelerators of the cyclotron type, but with the frequency f of
the accelerating field decreasing in time, this is primarily compensated for by the fall
of the magnetic field B with an increase in the radius R of the proton orbit, and not the
"relativistic growth of its mass." With an increase in R by tens of times, the field in
the phasotron decreases by percent according to the law B=B0(R0/R)n (n ~ 0.1 is the
decay rate of the magnetic field [14]). And, in order for the protons to move in phase
with the accelerating field, its frequency is reduced by the same percentage according
to the law f=eB/2πm [12]. As a result, the protons do not fall out of resonance with the
accelerating field and are already accelerated to energies reaching 1 GeV. Of course,
when calculating phasotrons, relativistic corrections to the frequency are also taken
into account, but, firstly, their role is weaker, and secondly, it is possible that these
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false corrections to the frequency f just limit the energies of protons in phasotrons at a
characteristic level of 1 GeV. Indeed, it is at such an energy W≈mc2 that the speed of
the protons reaches the speed of light, that is, the relativistic corrections to the
frequency become large, and instead of maintaining the resonance, they are actually
deduced from it. These false corrections also show up at lower energies. But, while
they are small, they are compensated for by the principle of autophasing discovered
by Veksler, which automatically keeps the bunch in phase with the accelerating field
[12]. In addition, particles flying along orbits of a larger radius, where the field B and
the proton rotation frequency eB/2πm are proportionally lower, simply fall into
resonance with the frequency f, which is underestimated due to the fault of relativists.
Without this, the phasotrons would not have accelerated protons even up to energies
of 1 GeV. In any case, calculating the frequency of the accelerating field according to
the classical formulas would increase the efficiency of the phasotrons, which would
begin to emit protons of higher energies and currents. So, if deviations of frequency
from the classical f=eB/2πm do occur, then they are caused not by an increase in mass
m, but by an unaccounted-for decrease in the magnetic force and field B during
acceleration of the particle [5, 6].

Fig. 6. Linear proton accelerator p. Electric field E pushes protons every time it leaves the flight
tube. The V speed is proportional to the length of the tubes and the frequency f.

In addition to cyclic accelerators, there are linear ones. It would seem that the
velocity V of the particles in them should be known exactly, since the lengths of the
drift tubes lined up in a line are selected according to the value of V, so that the
particle flew through each tube in a half-period T/2 of oscillations of the voltage
applied to them (Fig. 6). Then the particle each time falls into the gap between the
tubes when their electric field E accelerates the particles [11, 12]. Therefore, the
particle velocity at the exit from the accelerator is given by the ratio V=2L/T of the
doubled length L of the extreme tubes of the accelerator to the period T of the voltage
and field. And this speed found by the flyby method is always lower than the speed of
light. However, linear accelerators of this type are used only to accelerate heavy
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particles - protons, nuclei, ions, not exceeding the speed of light, judging by their
energy.
Thus, a proton acquires superluminal velocity only at a kinetic energy
W=mV of the order of its "rest energy" W0p=mc2=938 MeV≈1 GeV. And the most
powerful linear accelerators accelerate protons to a maximum of energies of hundreds
of MeV, that is, to fractions of GeV. This means that the protons fly there with
subluminal speed. Therefore, there are no strong discrepancies with classical
mechanics, and the accelerator works. But from the point of view of the SRT, it is not
clear why protons cannot be accelerated to higher energies, although in theory there
are no restrictions: it is enough to lengthen the accelerator by adding new tubes, and
protons can be accelerated indefinitely [12]. And the problem is just that the
accelerator becomes no longer efficient, since the lengths L of the last tubes are
selected according to the SRT from the condition 2L/T≈с, although for superluminal
particles 2L/T=V>с. That is, due to the speed estimates according to the SRT
formulas, underestimated values of the tube lengths are obtained, due to which the
flying particles leave resonance with the accelerating field and do not accelerate
further. At low speeds, a false determination of the speed according to the SRT (the
conclusions of which coincide with classical mechanics within a percentage) has little
effect, and only reduces the efficiency of the accelerator. And for higher velocities
and energies of protons, linear accelerators calculated according to SRT are already
unsuitable, and it is necessary to carry out calculations according to classical
formulas, using elongated tubes. That is why, to accelerate protons to energies above
1 GeV, not linear, but cyclic accelerators are used, where the true speed of protons is
fraudulently underestimated by a factor of q.
2/2

Fig. 7. Waves traveling in a waveguide with different speeds, in turn pick up electrons e, as soon
as their speed is equal to the speed of the wave.
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So, for accelerating electrons to energies of hundreds of MeV (that is, to
superluminal speeds), these tubular accelerators turned out to be unsuitable.
Therefore, linear accelerators of a different type are used, where electrons are
accelerated by the longitudinal field of an electromagnetic wave traveling in a
waveguide: it carries electrons, like a sea wave carrying surfers out on its crest (Fig.
7). For acceleration to be effective, the velocity of the electrons must coincide with
the phase velocity of the wave traveling in the waveguide. But the speed of waves in
hollow waveguides is higher than the speed of light [15]. This means that the speed of
electrons is superluminal! They tried to get around this contradiction with the theory
of relativity by making ribs and diaphragms inside the waveguide to reduce the phase
velocity VF of the fundamental wave to the speed of light [12]. But where is the
guarantee that the decrease in VF is so significant? After all, no one directly measured
the speed of electrons and their carrier wave. In addition, in the waveguides at a given
frequency f=1/T, not only the fundamental wave is excited, but also higher types of
waves (higher modes) with higher phase velocities, up to infinite [15]. And no one has
proved that the acceleration of electrons in the waveguide is produced by the main
wave, and not by the higher types of waves that impart their superluminal velocity to
the electrons. As the electrons accelerate, these higher waves, independently traveling
along the waveguide, pick up the electron bunch along the baton, as soon as its
velocity is equal to the phase velocity of the faster wave. A bunch of electrons, like a
barrel, jumps from wave to wave, gaining ever higher superluminal speed.

Fig. 8. Laser light after scattering on overclocked electron accelerator receives giant shifts
frequency, proving by the Doppler effect that V>>c.

The speed of particles in a linear accelerator can be easily measured by the
Doppler effect by directing a laser beam to a beam of accelerated electrons and
measuring the frequency shift of the light reflected by the electrons (Fig. 8). This is
how traffic inspectors determine the speed of a moving car using "radar". If the laser
beam of frequency f is directed towards the beam, then the electrons flying with a
speed V will perceive it by the Doppler effect as light of frequency f'=f(1+V/c). That
is, the laser beam will cause vibrations of electrons at a higher frequency f', at which
the electrons will re-emit light, reflecting it like an electron mirror. But since the
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emitting electrons are moving, the stationary observer again from the Doppler effect
will perceive their light as radiation of frequency f''=f'(1+V/c)=f(1+V/c)2. And
exactly, in experiments on the reflection of laser light of frequency f≈1015 Hz from
electrons accelerated by the linear accelerator SLAC, gamma radiation with a
frequency of f''≈1025 Hz occurs [16]. Hence (1+V/c)2=f''/f≈1010. It turns out that the
electron velocity found by Doppler reaches the value V≈105c, exceeding the light
speed by 100 thousand times! This is in complete agreement with the "energy" of
electrons measured from the momentum, W=pс=mVc=50 GeV. If we take into
account that the energy of electrons at a light speed W0≈mc2=0.5 MeV, then at
W=mVc=50 GeV their speed is V≈c(W/W0)=105c. So, again, independent estimates of
the speed by different methods led to one result, which confirmed the classical
mechanics, as well as the reality of superluminal particles.
However, relativists do not notice SRT blunders here either, agreeing to
consider the Doppler frequency change according to the relativistic formula, where
everything is turned upside down: f'=f/(1–v/c), and a huge increase in frequency
occurs even at a speed v≈c ... Although, according to Doppler, V>>c, because the
increase in the frequency of light is due to a decrease in the distance (where waves
should not accumulate), and therefore is proportional to the speed of approach of the
source or mirror. That is, relativists turn a blind eye to the excess of the permitted
speed of light by particles and violation of the rules of the SRT traffic detected by the
radar method, just like other unscrupulous traffic inspectors "do not notice" the excess
of speed for the agreed bribe. In addition, at high velocities in the Doppler effect
formula, relativists take into account the mentioned time dilation effect T'=γT, and
write the formula in the form f'=f/γ(1–v/c)=f(1–v2/c2)1/2/(1–v/c). If the source radiates
at an angle φ to the direction of movement, then the frequency change is f'=f(1–
v2/c2)1/2/(1–cosφ v/c) [17]. But the explanation of the strong increase in frequency
according to this relativistic formula is worthless until it is rigorously proven.

Fig. 9. Light emitted at an angle φ, having received speed source V, comes already at an angle of
θ, which changes angle in the Doppler formula, as if the light got too much “redshift” that
grows with increasing speed.
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Relativists claim that it is proved by the transverse Doppler effect, where
radiation undergoes a redshift (frequency decrease f '<f) when it comes from the
source at an angle of 90º (across its motion). And the classical Doppler formula
f'=f(1+cosφV/c) does not seem to give a frequency shift: f'=f. But, applying the
classical formula, one must remember that the angle φ in it is not the angle θ at which
radiation is received, but the angle at which the source emits it (Fig. 9). After all, the
source, according to the ballistic principle, imparts its speed to the light, and these
angles differ by the angle of aberration [17]. For the radiation to come at an angle θ =
90º, it must fly out at an angle φ> 90º, so cosφ=-V/c and f'=f(1–V2/c2), that is, the
frequency decreases [6]. It is this reddening of light that was recorded in Ives's
experiment, and according to the relativistic formula, the frequency change is half
f'=f(1–v2/2c2) [17]. That is, it was the classic formula that was confirmed. And Ives
himself interpreted the experience in a classical way.
So, the extra redshift of light in rapidly flying particles is caused not by the
slowing down of the processes, but by the perception of radiation emitted by the
particle slightly backward, which, according to Doppler, reduces the frequency. The
source, imparting its speed to the rays of light, changes their directions the more, the
higher its speed. Due to this, even the light coming forward at an angle of θ <90º can
be detected with a redshift instead of blue. If relativists explain this by dilation of
time, then in the classical theory this is due to the fact that light emitted by the source
backward can fly forward, having received the speed of the source. The angle θ, at
which the source radiation is recorded at the same frequency (f'=f, at the border of the
red and blue shifts), is found from the condition that at this angle there is a ray emitted
by the source at an angle φ = 90 °, when f'=f(1+cosφV/c)=f. This ray, deviating by the
angle of aberration, comes at an angle θ=arctg(c/V). That is, an increase in the speed V
reduces this angle from 90º to zero, as experiments confirm. Blue-shifted light is
concentrated inside a 2θ cone. Moreover, the cone narrows with increasing speed V
(Fig. 9).
All this is very reminiscent of the nature of synchrotron radiation from rapidly
flying electrons: while moving at an accelerated rate in the magnetic field of the
synchrotron, they emit radiation concentrated in a cone that diverges along the
particle's axis of motion (Fig. 10), like a beam of headlights from a car, or a shower of
droplets flying off tangentially from a wet bicycle wheel, obtaining its peripheral
speed. So, the light is detached from the electrons spinning in the vacuum chamber of
the synchrotron (reminiscent of a bicycle one), flying out tangentially in a narrow
cone of synchrotron radiation. It is easy to understand that the reason for this is also in
the transmission of its speed to light by the electron, which is why the rays of light,
scattering radially, fly away mainly forward from the moving electron, gaining its
speed, like an aerial bomb or fragments of a cruise missile that continue to fly forward
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after separation [1]. And if the velocity of the particle is V>c, then its light does not
reach back at all: all the rays, having received the velocity of the source, go forward
within the cone with the angle of the generatrix to the axis θ= arcsin(c/V)≈c/V. It is
these properties that were found in synchrotron radiation: it is collected within a
narrow cone with an opening angle θ≈mc2/W, which narrows with increasing electron
velocity and energy W [18]. Here, the "energy" found relativistically W=pс=mVc is
taken as W, from where the result θ≈mc2/W=c/V consistent with the BTR and with
experience is obtained.

Fig. 10. On the BTR, all synchrotron radiation is collected in narrow cone, since the electron,
emitting uniformly in all directions with speed c, reports its speed V the light and throws it in the
direction of travel, after which the radiation leaves through the output channel L.

Synchrotron radiation has much in common with undulator radiation, which is
obtained in undulators - devices in the form of a battery of magnets, the poles of
which alternate with a period L (Fig. 11). If an electron, leaving the synchrotron at a
high speed V, flies through an undulator, then in a periodically changing field it will
begin to oscillate with the frequency of intersection f=V/L of periods L. In this case,
the electron radiates at the same frequency f, but a stationary observer will perceive it
by the Doppler effect radiation at the frequency f'=f(1+V/c)= V/L(1+V/c)≈V2/Lc (at
V>>c). And exactly, the frequency of undulator radiation increases strongly with an
increase in the momentum p and the electron velocity V according to the law f'≈f0γ2
[18], where f0=c/L, and γ=p/mc=V/c, whence, in full agreement with the BTR
f'≈V2/Lc. Since the electron emits at a strictly fixed and very high frequency f', then on
the basis of undulators, they even build X-ray sources and X-ray free electron lasers.
And again, the huge frequency f'= V/L(1+V/c) indicates that the speed V of electrons
in undulators is many times higher than the speed of light. And only the false
relativistic formula of the Doppler effect makes everyone think that v<c. In addition,
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since electrons move with great speed, their undulator radiation, like synchrotron
radiation, is concentrated in a cone with an angle θ≈mc2/W=c/V.

Fig. 11. Generation of synchrotron radiation in an undulator by oscillating superluminal
electrons e flying in a battery of magnets.

So, the sharp directivity of synchrotron and undulator radiation confirms the
ballistic principle, according to which the source imparts its speed to light. But this
fact fundamentally contradicts the dogmas of the theory of relativity, according to
which, no matter how fast the source moves, the light from it goes in all directions at a
speed c, since the source according to SRT cannot move faster than light and cannot
communicate its speed to light. It turns out that the fact that the synchrotron radiation
of super-energetic electrons goes only forward in their motion, and never backwards,
proves the validity of the BTR and the falsity of the SRT.
The synchrotron radiation spectrum also speaks of the same. An electron
flying around the synchrotron ring in a circle with a frequency f must generate
radiation at a frequency f of its rotation (so the frequency of the sound of a police
whistle coincides with the rotation frequency of the ball in it, Fig. 4). Usually
electrons, spinning in a magnetic field B, really emit at their gyrofrequency f=eB/2πm.
But the electron, with increasing speed, contrary to Maxwell's electrodynamics,
begins to emit at higher frequencies-harmonics 2f, 3f, 4f,… And in a synchrotron,
where electrons rotate at a tremendous speed, they emit not only at the HF frequency f
of their rotation, but also at its higher harmonics, which makes the radiation visible.
This "miracle light" was called synchrotron light. Since, within the framework of
Maxwell's theory and SRT, they could not correctly predict the properties of
synchrotron radiation, they could not detect it for a long time, and only accidentally
discovered in 1947, and only then adjusted the theoretical basis [18].
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Fig. 12. Distortion of the form of an electromagnetic wave, as the distance L traveled increases,
leads to an enrichment of the frequency spectrum with S harmonics.

And in the ballistic theory, such radiation was predicted by Ritz back in 1908.
An electron flying in a circle, imparting its speed to electromagnetic influences
(carried by rheons), accelerates them at some points of the orbit, and they come to the
observer earlier, and at others, it slows down, and they are late (fig. 12). As a result,
the original sinusoidal profile of the electromagnetic wave is distorted, as in the case
of radiation from stars flying in a circular orbit [19]. Such an inharmonic, but periodic
signal, when expanded into a Fourier series, that is, into a spectrum, just gives, in
addition to the fundamental oscillation frequency f, also a number of its harmonics at
frequencies 2f, 3f, 4f,… . Their intensity should increase with increasing distortions
proportional to the electron velocity V and the distance L traveled by light in vacuum
[19]. Moreover, the spectrum must be specified through the Fourier integral of Bessel
functions, similar to the spectrum of a klystron (it also works on the distortion of a
sinusoidal signal from modulation of the velocity of electrons carrying it [20]). But
this is exactly the spectrum of synchrotron radiation: it is also given through Bessel
functions, and the intensity of higher harmonics increases rapidly with an increase in
the speed of electrons and its approach to the speed of light. After all, then the
distortions will become clearly visible and the spectrum will be enriched with
harmonics already at a distance of the order of the orbit radius. And only for ordinary
antennas, as Ritz showed, where electrons move with an insignificant drift velocity V,
radiation occurs only at the oscillation frequency f.
So, the synchrotron radiation, contrary to the assurances of relativists,
confirms not SRT, but classical physics and BTR. Therefore, all devices generating
synchrotron radiation operate according to the Ritz theory, and the application of the
erroneous theory of relativity can greatly reduce their efficiency, which can be
corrected only by empirical refinement. If physicists immediately applied the ballistic
theory in their calculations, the devices would work efficiently right away. Since the
BTR spectrum of synchrotron radiation depends not only on the speed of electrons (as
in STR), but also on the distance L traveled by radiation in vacuum, then at low L the
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spectrum is poor in harmonics. That is why synchrotrons strive to increase the
distance from emitting electrons to the synchrotron radiation output windows. And to
obtain high-frequency X-rays, even special evacuated channels for the output of
synchrotron radiation are made [18], where it has time to transform according to Ritz.
These channels have the form of many-meter tubes, directly docked to the vacuum
chamber of the accelerator, pumped out to a high vacuum and not containing
partitions (only then there are no re-radiation, and the spectrum is transformed along
the entire length of the channel, up to the exit window, Fig. 10). From the standpoint
of ballistic theory, the installation of such long vacuum channels is quite justified,
since the spectrum broadens and the frequency maximum shifts in proportion to the
path L. BTR, their length is selected the greater, the stronger the shift in the spectrum.
So, it turns out that all "relativistic electronics", which is more correctly called
high-energy, confirms not the theory of relativity, but the theory of Ritz. And yet, the
radiation of electrons spinning in storage rings and synchrotrons is sometimes tried to
be attracted as an argument against the BTR. So, in an experiment initiated by an
enthusiast of ballistic theory, Colonel of artillery P.I. Filippov [21], physicists
compared the speed of synchrotron radiation from fast electrons and its speed after reemission by the exit window, where the light was decelerated. It turned out that the
pulses of these radiations arrive almost synchronously, although the radiation emitted
directly by the electrons along the BTR should, having acquired their speed, move
much faster, and its pulse on the screen should be ahead of the slowed down one by a
couple of nanoseconds. But the experiment did not take into account the superluminal
velocity V>>c of electrons with an energy of 70 MeV, and counted V≈c according to
SRT, which is why, having made incorrect estimates of the pulse advance time, it was
not found. A fast pulse was either not noticed at all from a strong lead (then a single
inhibited pulse was taken as the sum of two synchronous pulses), or it was detected
from an electron bunch that made an extra turn, or from the next bunch, and the delay
introduced by this (at V>>c was just of the order of nanoseconds), compensated for
the lead. In addition, the detectors could register light re-emitted by the metal walls of
the accelerator chamber and diaphragms in the path of the beam, which, being
stationary, no longer impart additional velocity to the light. The same can be said
about the message of E.B. Aleksandrov [сообщении Е.Б. Александрова], who stated
that synchrotron radiation from electrons accelerated by a powerful accelerator always
flies at the speed of light c. The problem with these and other experiments to test BTR
is that they are carried out by physicists who do not know this theory and what it
actually predicts. As a result, continuing to partly use SRT, they refute the experience
not of the BTR, but their erroneous calculation, their false idea of the conclusions of
the Ritz theory. On Earth, it is generally difficult to reveal the effect of the speed of a
source on the speed of light, due to re-emission by intermediate media - air, lenses,
mirrors, etc. It was only in the vacuum of space that the effects of the BTR were
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clearly manifested, confirming this theory and the reality of superluminal velocities
[3, 19, 22].
Einstein himself substantiated the impossibility of exceeding the speed of
light: if an observer could keep up with a light wave flying at the speed of light, he
would find constant values of the electric and magnetic fields of this wave in the
absence of nearby charges and currents, which is impossible according to Maxwell
[7]. From this Einstein concluded that bodies cannot fly with a speed equal to or
greater than c, contrary to classical mechanics. But the problem is not in mechanics,
but in Maxwell's theory, which erroneously gives the same field values regardless of
the observer's motion. And in Ritz's theory, the fields change, and an observer flying
at the speed of a light wave simply will not see it (all fields will vanish), since the
rheons carrying the wave do not catch up and do not overtake it, that is, they have no
effect. Likewise, in a balloon in a wind stream, the observer does not feel the breath if
the balloon flies at the speed of the wind, and the listener does not hear the sound if it
moves away from the source at the speed of sound, that is, air atoms [1]. Already from
the Doppler effect it is clear: the faster the observer moves away from the source, the
lower the energy and frequency of the signals received by him f'=f(1–V/c). When the
observer departs with the light wave at a speed V=c, the energy and frequency of the
light is zeroed f'=0: the signal disappears, and Einstein's reasoning loses its meaning.
Note that physicists themselves in the study of electromagnetic processes
often use Galileo's transformations, and not Lorentz's, and not only for convenience,
but also because SRT formulas sometimes refuse altogether. For example, when
analyzing laser light pulses and solitons, processes are often described in a traveling
coordinate system moving with light or near-light speed, including for analyzing
changes in the pulse shape and how one pulse catches up with another, interacts with
it, exchanging energy due to nonlinear effects. At the same time, using Galileo's
transformations, they get results consistent with experience! In the same way, when
analyzing waves in a plasma, physicists calmly pass into a running frame of reference,
using Galileo's mechanics for convenience. And this traveling system often moves
with superluminal speed (superluminal propagation of waves and fronts of ion
concentration is possible in plasma [23]), on which the Lorentz transformations are
generally inapplicable: relativistic formulas give absurd results. And Galileo's
transformations not only continue to work, but easily lead to correct conclusions!
Realizing that this contradicts the letter of the SRT laws, physicists call such a
transition to a running coordinate system with the cautious term "comparison of
electrodynamic systems" [23]. This reminds of a careful preface to the book of
Copernicus, where the new heliocentric system was not opposed, but compared to the
geocentric system of Ptolemy (guarded by the church censorship) only as a convenient
system for calculations.
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One gets the impression that physicists of different directions long ago
realized the reality of superluminal velocities, the fallacy of the theory of relativity
and calmly use the classical Galilean transformations where the SRT formulas fail.
But due to strict censorship (bluntly called "peer review of scientific papers"), which
stands as a solid barrier in the way of works that criticize the theory of relativity, this
data cannot get into print. And scientists themselves, having received new
revolutionary results, are forced to present them as confirmation of SRT, although the
opposite is true. This proves once again that it was not Nature that set the light barrier,
but scientific censorship and the so-called "scientific mafia", eliminating "heretics"
and controlling the flow of information, like the Inquisition and church censorship,
which prohibited the innovative works of Copernicus, Bruno and Galileo. Most of all,
honest physicists (who are still the majority) suffer from this, since some cannot
openly communicate important results that contradict SRT, and others cannot use
them in order to improve their theories and installations. But taking into account the
superluminal velocity of particles and calculating the BTR formulas will make it
possible to increase the efficiency of accelerators and other devices where particles
move at near-light and superluminal speeds. Since the cost and power consumption of
powerful accelerators is comparable to that of a large city [12], the benefits from
material and energy savings can be enormous.
But the point is not even in this inappropriate spending of budgetary funds, on
which the scientific mafia parasitizes, but in the fact that the restrictions imposed on it
interfere with scientific and technological progress, the creation of even more
important and grandiose devices than accelerators. Including these are cosmic-ray
rocket engines and transmitters capable of imparting speeds of hundreds of times
higher to ships and signals by means of superluminal particles [3, 24]. No wonder
K.E. Tsiolkovsky, who opened the way into space despite the prohibitions of
scientific censorship and the gravitational barrier, denied both the light barrier and the
theory of relativity. And now satellites, rockets bring colossal benefits, not
comparable with the costs for them. And if we continue to follow the course of
Tsiolkovsky, Bruno and the ancient atomists, we will easily build a superluminal
technique for quickly crossing endless cosmic deserts and reaching the stars, breaking
the imaginary barrier, about which Bruno wrote about half a millennium ago: "The
crystal of heaven is no longer an obstacle for me, cut them open, I will rise to
infinity."
S. Semikov
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